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Knife of Dreams is Robert Jordan's 11th president. It was first published in Tor Books and published on 11 October 2005. It has a prologue, 37 chapters and an epilogue. Synopsis The seals of dark prisons fail. The world trembles under his touch - dead walk, people die, insects bursting
from skin discharge eat from the inside. Reality itself has become like a dream, changing and unstable. The signs are clear - Tarmon Gai'don, the last battle against the shadow, is almost upon them. Perrin makes deals that may as well be with the Dark One to free his wife, and even as the
world collapses around him, he does not stop. Only Faile matters, and soon comes the day of fog, when wolves will be raining at noon. Then he comes for her. Mat goes north with the Traveling Show, but they're not in danger. Seanchan's troops are everywhere, and yet curiously, instead of
looking for Tuoni to free him, they seem intent on his death, and when he faces betrayal from within the group, he is forced to change the game. If they've sent armies after him, then that's it. All Mat Cauthon has to do is start a war for them. Elayne is still working to secure his throne, and
Arymilla has stepped up his attacks, desperate to capture Caemlyn before either the borderlander army approaching from the north or other high-places approaching from the west arrive. Worse still, the Shadow is present in Caemlyn and has very close people. Egwene begins her
campaign to revoke Eleda's authority from inside the Tower, but her efforts are constantly complicated by the white dress she has been forced to wear. Somehow he has to make Aes Sedai see him more than he did as a rookie, only then can he remove Elaida and unite the Tower - but time
is running out, for not only does he have to bring unity to Aes Sedai before Tarmon Gai'don, but he has to do it before he also loses control of the rebels. Finally, as Rand prepares for his meeting with Seanchan, he finds his hiding place compromised, and he is pushed into a desperate
battle that could change anyway. But who is behind this attack? What's waiting for him in his meeting with his nine-month-old daughter? Full book summary | Chapter Recaps Fun Facts To promote the first release of this novel, Tor Books sponsors the Internet Hunt for fans. Prizes were
presented to fans who quickly solve various online rits. The Hunt website featured various online WoT fan sites (including Dragonmount) and featured the artwork of fans of these sites. Previous Book Overview Next Book Overview Share Knife of Dreams is the 11th book in the Wheel of
Time series. It was published by Tor Books in the UNITED States and Orbit in the UNITED Kingdom and published on 11 October 2005. It's 859 pages long. Plot Summary KOB book cover Elayne gets throne and also manages to weed out the Black Ajah sisters in Caemlyn. Captured by
Egwene, Aes Sedai Tower downgraded to novice white, begins to weaken the control of the Elaida White Tower from the inside. Rand escapes the trap with Semirhage while capturing him and losing his left arm. Mat and Tuon get married after their party reaches the edge of the Seanchan-
controlled area. That will then return to Ebou Dar, where he will learn of the Civil War in the Seanchan Empire and the death of the entire imperial family except for him, which makes him the new empress of Seanchan. Perrin beats Shaido in Malden with Seanchan's help and saves his wife
Faile. Unusual troll attacks, dead walks, vibrations in the structure of the world and other events seem to indicate that the final battle is approaching; several characters using different evidence confidently show that Tarmon Gai'don is nearby. Mat Cautho's Main Article: The thread of Mat
Cauthon Mat's novel is full of battles and world-rocking events as he travels to Altara with his previous novel kaader. The contents of the letter received by Moiraine Damodred, Thom Merrylin, are finally revealed; It seems that the Blue Sister is not actually dead, but in the custody of Aelfinn
and Eelia. Although Mat was reluctant at first, he agrees to save her. In an attempt to escape Altara, Mat meets his supporters and comedy foil Talmanes, who has brought a large number of Mat's personal army south of the Red Hand band after briefly serving to the King of Murandy. Mat is
surprised to learn that the size of the band has increased considerably since he last left it. The group faces several skirmishes against a huge group of Seanchan sent to kill That. Mat and Band succeeded in a guerrilla campaign against enemy forces and took advantage of fireworks-turned-
artillery. Thanks to the fore hand given by Banner General Furyk Karede, Mat's army will finally be able to destroy the Seanchan forces sent after that. The book also sees some closure for Mat and Tuon's romance. After that was precaried with each other in the psychological duels that
endured on their journeys, he completes mat's inadvertently begun marriage, giving him the Seanchan title Prince of the Ravens. Although Matti has feelings for her that are close to love, Tuon claims it's just a marriage of convenience. The two ways express their mutual alliance, but put the
needs of their constituents firmly first. He returns to Ebou Dar to give up with the treacherous Darkfriend High Lady Suroth and take command of Seanchan after the death of the Empress. Rand al'Thor Main article: Rand al'Thor Rand's part of the novel discusses his preliminary preparations
for Tarmon Gai'don. Realizing there's no way he can make an attack on the Dark One as his troops fight Seanchan, he arranges a meeting with the nine-moon daughter to negotiate peace or without it. In the meantime, The battle against the pack of 100,000 trollok and Myrddraal comes to
an almost catastrophic end when Lews Therin manages to gain control of Saidin in a moment of fractured concentration of the rand. Sensing a crazy attempt to end both by drawing too much power, Rand forges a truce with Lews Therin, asking for his cooperation while agreeing that both
will die in the final battle. Presumably this is an army that, according to Moridin, has been commanded in ways by someone who plays Sammael or Sammael himself. The meeting with Tuon also ends with a gruesome end when Rand and the crew discover that the supposed nine-month-old
daughter who was visiting them was a half-blood in disguise. In the fight that followed, Semirhage is captured at the price of Rand's own left hand, which was lost when he failed to wrestle Saidin from Lews in time. In a defiant act, Semirhage makes an announcement about Rand's condition.
According to Semirhage, through Graendal's data, Rand has a mental disorder that allows him to communicate with the past himself, an almost universally deadly condition. This only proves that Rand continues to steel as he gathers his people around him to prepare for an upcoming,
terrible storm. Perrin Aybara Main article: Perrin Aybara Perrin breaks up the Shaido threat and saves his wife Faile by teaming up with Seancha's Banner-General Tylee Khirgan. To beat the large number of Shaido Wise, they tie Shaido's water supply with forkroot tea, which is prevented
from channelling one power. Rand's father Tam performs as he arrives with reinforcements from two river. It turns out that Tam doesn't believe in rumors about Rand's messianian role. During the battle, Perrin's student and longtime partner Aram dies trying to kill him after Masema assured
him that Perrin's golden eyes are a sign of the Shadow. In the process of saving Faile, Perrin unfortunately kills Aiel Rolan, even though he and the other fraternal Aiel had helped Faile and his friends several times during Perrin's unknown captivity, which Faile later faile does not disclose.
Sevanna is captured and Shaido, beaten and disgraced, leads Therava back to Aiel waste with black Ajah Aes Sedai Galina Casban. Galina struggled unsuccessfully throughout the book to escape the Wise Men's captivity and betrayed both Perrin and Faile as she tried. The siege of the
White Tower, Egwene, has been captured in a white tower after a book tried to close the port of Tar Valon. He keeps in touch with Salidar Aes Sedai using his ability to visit the dream world Tel'aran'rhiod and forbid saving from captivity. Despite the harsh chastening, he manages to spread
rumours and doubts in the White Tower about Eleda's suitability for Amyrlin and maintain her dignity. Both the rebels and the White Tower send Aes Sedai to the Black Tower to tie Asha'man ( Rand's offer to combat the number of asha'man committed to Aes Sedai). Others Loial eventually
gets married and decides that he intends to speak to Ogier with a great tyngä, telling them that they must fight or die when the Shadow covers the earth. Loial and elder Haman take both axes during the trolloc attack. Rand asks Loial to close all Waygates, but since he's going to the Great
snus, Elder Haman agrees to do it in his place. Ian makes the decision to ride shienar to fight. Nynaeve fools him by getting him to promise to take on anyone who wants to ride with him and go to Fal Moran first. He then takes her to the coast ofAryth Ocean at World's End in Saldaea, so
she has to travel hundreds of miles to reach her destination. He then travels ahead of him in the Borders to find the scattered remains of Lan's Malkieri compatriots, asking them to join Lan in Blight. Galad faces Eamon Valda, the leader of The Screen, for allegedly killing his stepmother,
Andor's Queen Morgase. Galad kills Valda in a duel and at the same time becomes the leader of the Screen. He then decides to promise his new successor after the defeat of the Dark Lord in Tarmon Gai'don, regardless of who the screens fight alongside. Elayne finally manages to become
Queen of Andor, but only after winning the kidnapping of black jah, internal disputes and attacks on the throne by other challengers. Mazrim Taim meets with a group of Red Ajah siblings from the White Tower and agrees to their proposal: since certain Asha'mani have taken the sisters and
tied them up against their will, the sisters should tie up a similar number of Black Tower starts in fairness. In response to the sisters' surprise at the treaty, Taim says darkly and cryptically: Let the Lord of Chaos rule, a phrase that was the Commandment of the Dark Lord to the rejected. E-
book Min Farshaw, Rand al'Thor and Semirhage. Michael Komartk's artwork The e-book cover of The Knife of Dreams depicts Rand al'Thor protecting Min Farshaw from the Semirhage fireball attack. The cover was created by Michael Komarck. Statistical analysis See also the full statistical
analysis of this book. The knife of dreams contains 37 chapters. prologue and epilogue from 27 different perspectives: POV % Figures for Matrim Cauthon 19.89% Ch6 - 11.68% for Ch25, 37% for Ch27, 25% for Ch36 and Ch37 Elayne Trakand 15.30% for Ch13-16, 80% of Ch17, Ch31, 33
and 35 Perrin Aybara 10.33% of Ch4.12, 52% of Ch26, 90% of Ch291 and 62% of Ch30 Rand al'Thor 10.23% Ch18, 39% Ch199 66% of Ch20, Ch21 and 63% of Ch27 Egwene al'Vere 7.12% 20% Prologista and Ch24 Faile Bashere 5.43% Ch5.10% of Ch26, 93% of Ch28, 10% of Ch29
and 28% of Ch30 Romanda Cassini 2.96% Ch23 Pevara Tazanovni 2.74% 16% Prologist and 68% epilogue Siuan Sanche 2.48% Ch1 Galina Casban 2.42% 17% of Prologue, 7% and 10% of Ch30 Birgitte in Birgitte 2.40% Ch32 Suroth Sabelle Meldarath 2.07% 17% Prologista and 32%
Epilogy Harine din Togara Two Winds 1.95% Ch22 Furyk Karede 1.94% Ch34, and 67% of Ch36 Galadedrid Damodred 1.77% 15% prologue beon Marinye 1.56% 54% Ch2 That Athaem Kore Paendrag 1.55% 38% of Ch26 and 8% Ch36 Loial 1.39% 61% 19 Elaida do Avriny a'Roihan
1.35% 46% Ch2 Aran'gar 1.09% Ch3 Rodel Ituralde 0.94% 8% Prologue Alviarin Freidhen 0.79% 6% Of Prologue Tarna Feir 0.69% 32% Ch25 Weil's Aldragoran 0.59% 19% Ch20 Arymilla Marnesta 0.54% 20% ch17 Nynaeve al'Meara 0.47% 15% Ch20 Quote 0.01% 1% of Prologue 1
Chapter 29 has three perspectives, two of which are Perrin Aybara's Pov. His first is 43% of the figure and the second is 47%. Community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Said.
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